The novel bispecific diabody alphaCD40/alphaCD28 strengthens leukaemic dendritic cell-induced T-cell reactivity.
Dendritic cell (DC)-based immunotherapy faces new challenges because the efficacy of DC vaccines in clinical trials has been inconsistent. Strategies to improve immune responses induced by DC are currently being explored. We have recently shown the feasibility of generating fully functional DC from acute myeloid leukaemic (AML) blasts, but with varying expression levels of the important costimulatory molecule CD86. To overcome this variability, we developed a novel bispecific diabody that simultaneously and agonistically targeted CD40 on AML-DC and CD28 on naïve T cells. Beside optimization of CD28-mediated signalling, the resulting cellular cross-linking was also hypothesized to increase the strength and duration of T cell/AML-DC interactions, thus increasing T-cell responsiveness to AML antigens. The alphaCD40/alphaCD28-bispecific diabody was found to bind to its target antigens and provoked increased T-cell-DC cluster formation. The alphaCD40/alphaCD28 diabody is capable of increasing T-cell proliferation induced by AML-DC as well as the induction of DC maturation. Importantly, priming efficacy of tumour-specific cytotoxic T cells can also be improved by cross-linking AML-DC and T cells with the alphaCD40/alphaCD28 diabody. We propose that the alphaCD40/alphaCD28-bispecific diabody can serve as a potent therapeutic tool to effectively augment anti-tumour T-cell responses elicited by AML-DC.